1. Adding an instrument and setting its properties
Open Instrument Explorer window from VQ View menu.

Right click and select New Instrument.

Fill in instrument details

Click OK. AAPL instrument will be added to the Instrument Explorer window.

You can edit instrument properties in the Properties window

You can also select a market data Provider for this instrument in the Properties window

2. Adding instrument to a diagram
Drag and drop instrument from the Instrument Explorer to a newly created diagram. A corresponding
instrument block will appear on the diagram.

3. Getting live data for an instrument
Switch VQ to Live mode and launch IB TWS. Add Console block to the diagram from Output folder in the
Block Explorer. Connect Trade output of AAPL Instrument block with Console block.

Click Run button. Click Yes in the IB TWS “Accept incoming API connection” dialog. You should see AAPL
trades printed in the VQ output window

4. Adding chart to diagram
Stop VQ. Drug and drop the Chart block from Viewers folder of the Block Explorer to the diagram and
connect trade output of the instrument block with the input of the chart block. Start VQ. You should see
AAPL moving trade chart.

You can set properties of the chart by clicking on the chart block on the diagram and changing
properties in the Properties window. Particularly it’s a good idea to change initial event window size to a
larger number to see more data points on the chart. 3000 is a good number.

5. Adding Quote Monitor to the diagram
Stop VQ. Drag and drop the Quote Monitor block from the Viewers folder to the diagram and connect
Trade, Bid and Ask outputs of the instrument block to the Tick input of the Quote Monitor block.

6. Adding the second instrument
Stop VQ. Drag and drop CSCO instrument to the diagram and connect its outputs to corresponding
inputs as it was done for AAPL instrument. Start VQ.

7. Setting Chart Metadata

You see that trade series of two instruments are shown on the same pad of the Chart. We can
use Link Metadata to tell the chart where and how to plot these series. Move mouse pointer
and place it over the Link from AAPL to the Chart. A selected Link should change its color to red.
Right click on the selected link and select Edit Metadata from popup menu. You should see the
Metadata editor for this link.

Leave the pad number, change Color to Blue and type AAPL for the Title. Click OK. Do the same
for the link from CSCO to the chart but enter 2 for the pad number, Red for the Color and CSCO
for the Title. Clock OK and start VQ.

8. Capturing market data to VQ historical data base
Drag and drop Historical Database block from the Market Data folder to the diagram. Connect Trade, Bid
and Ask outputs of AAPL to Tick input of the Historical Database block and start VQ.

Now you capture live data from IB to VQ built-in historical database for AAPL instrument. You can link
CSCO instrument with the same Historical Database block on the diagram to capture live data for both
instruments.
9. Exploring historical data
You can explore historical database right clicking on the instrument in the Instrument Explorer window
and selecting View Historical Data for this instrument in the popup menu.

You can refresh information in the Data window by clicking refresh button in the left top corner of the
window. You can right click on a data series in the Data window to invoke a popup menu to manipulate
(delete, clear, other options in the future) with data series.
10. Generating a stand along data capturing application.
Click Generate Application button in the main VQ toolbar. You should see a progress bar

A generated application will be launched

You can use this standalone application to capture IB data on the same computer in parallel with your
other VQ applications or copy it to another computer or install it on your trader’s desk.
Note. This functionality doesn’t fully work yet (i.e. if you click the run button, it will capture ticks
simulated by VQ, i.e. it doesn’t run in the live mode for some reason). We will fix this soon.
11. Generating bars from ticks on the fly
You can use Time Bar block from the Market Data folder to create time bars from ticks on the fly. Drag
and drop the Time Bar block, connect its input to Trade output of AAPL and its output with the Output
block and the Chart block. Set the Time Bar properties to generate 10 second bars and then run VQ. You
will see a bar series drawn on top of AAPL trade series and corresponding output in the Output window.

You can link Time Bar block output to the Bar input of the Historical Database block to capture live bars
generated on the fly from AAPL trades to VQ market data base. You can do the same for CSCO.

You can see that now we have a new AAPL.Bar.Time.10 series in the AAPL Data window

12. Developing a custom trade filter block
It’s important to have clean data in your historical data base and it’s also important to pass clean data
stream to your live trading system.
Below we will develop a simple custom trade filter block that will filter out incoming trades with price <=
0 and size <= 0;
Navigate to the Block Explorer window and right click on the Market Data folder. Select Add -> New
Block in the popup menu and fill in Block Name (“SimpleFilter”) and Description of this block (“Filters out
trades with negative or zero prices and sizes”).

Click OK. The Code Editor window will open and you will see the code of our SimpleFilter block.

using System;
using SmartQuant.Blocks;
using SmartQuant.Framework;
[Name("Simple Filter")]
public class SimpleFilter : Block
{
[Output("Output")]
public event OutputEventHandler Output;
public Simple Filter()
{
}
[Input("Input")]
public void OnInput(EventInfo eventInfo, object data)
{
}
}

If we just drag and drop this newly created block from the Block Explorer window to the diagram, we
will see a block named Simple Filter with one input named “Input” and one output named “Output”.

We can change Block Name by changing corresponding attribute in the block code. Let’s change
[Name("Simple Filter")]
public class SimpleFilter : Block
to
[Name("My Simple Filter")]
public class SimpleFilter : Block

and click Build in the main VQ toolbox. You will see that the name of the block changes in the Block
Explorer and elsewhere in the VQ GUI but not on the diagram. Currently you need to delete block from
the diagram and drop it again to see the changes in the block structure (if you rename the block, add
inputs or outputs). Later on we will remove this limitation where possible. Right click on the block on
the diagram, and select Remove in the popup menu. Then drag and drop My Simple Filter block from
the block explorer.

Our block will receive trades and emit trades, so that we change names of Input and Output in the code.
[Output("Output")]
public event OutputEventHandler Output;

to
[Output("Trade")]
public event OutputEventHandler Output;

and from
[Input("Input")]
public void OnInput(EventInfo eventInfo, object data)
{
}
to
[Input("Trade")]
public void OnInput(EventInfo eventInfo, object data)
{
}

Build the block and replace it on the diagram

Now we can add some functionality to our block
[Input("Trade")]
public void OnInput(EventInfo eventInfo, object data)
{
Trade trade = data as Trade;
if (trade.Price > 0 && trade.Size > 0)
Output(trade);
}

Since we have not changed the structure of the block, we don’t need to replace it on the diagram. We
just click build or click run. In the latter case all changed blocks will be automatically rebuilt. Actually our
block is already ready to be used together with other blocks on the diagram. What we need to do is to
put it in-between of Instrument Trade output and receiving blocks.

Now we have clean data for AAPL instrument in our system.
13. Adding advanced features to our filter block
Before we discuss how to add advanced features to our filter block, let’s simplify our diagram. We
create a new diagram with just an instrument, filter and console output.

Now let’s add another output to our filter block, so that good trades go to one output and bad trades go
to the other.
Study the code below to find out how it differs from our previous version
using System;

using SmartQuant.Blocks;
using SmartQuant.Framework;
[Name("My Simple Filter")]
public class SimpleFilter : Block
{
[Output("Good Trade")]
public event OutputEventHandler GoodTrade;
[Output("Bad Trade")]
public event OutputEventHandler BadTrade;
public SimpleFilter()
{
}
[Input("Trade")]
public void OnInput(EventInfo eventInfo, object data)
{
Trade trade = data as Trade;
if (trade.Price > 0 && trade.Size > 0)
GoodTrade(trade);
else
BadTrade(trade);
}
}

Don’t forget to replace the block on the diagram.
Now let’s add another Output block and connect Bad Trade output of our filter to this Output block. We
also set prefix for Good and Bad trade Output blocks.

14. Chains of events in financial trading – building a trading front-end.
Market data
Execution commands
Execution reports
We’ve already learnt how to create an instrument, set up its properties to work with simulated or live
market data provider, how to monitor quotes and plot market data on a chart.
Let’s create a new solution and a market data chain connecting CSCO instrument with a chart.

Now let’s introduce a simple execution command chain. We drag and drop an Order Entry block from
the Trading folder of the Block Explorer

The Order Entry block has two buttons, Buy and Sell with numbers in them. If you connect CSCO Bid and
Ask outputs with Bid and Ask inputs of the Order Entry block, the Order Entry block will display CSCO
bids and asks in its Buy and Sell buttons correspondingly (you buy at ask and sell at bid price).

When you click Buy or Sell button, the Order Entry block will emit a corresponding execution command
(Buy at Market or Sell at Market). This command should be sent to a broker for execution. Let’s use
Execution Simulator block to simulate a broker. The Execution Simulator block can be found in the
Execution folder of the Block Explorer.

Note that apart from expected Command input, the Execution Simulator block also has Tick input. The
Execution Simulator should be connected to market data stream to be able to execute your commands
at certain market price. You can connect Tick input to Trade output of CSCO and then the Execution

Simulator will buy and sell at the last trade price, but you can also connect Bid and Ask outputs of CSCO
to the Tick input of the Execution Simulator, so that it will correctly buy at ask and sell at bid price.

When we can run the solution, we will see moving CSCO chart and blinking quotes in the Order Entry
block. We can even click Buy and Sell buttons and the Execution Simulator will execute our commands
(if you change the Execution Simulator to a real broker such as Interactive Brokers, you should be able
to see new orders in the IB TWS), but we have no idea what is happening with our orders.
Now we are close to explore the third event chain – the execution report chain.
Let’s add a console output block and connect its input with Report output of the Execution Simulator
block.

We will see a series of execution reports printed out in the Output window when we press Buy or Sell in
the Order Entry block. Typically execution report events look like

: instrument = CSCO time=04.12.2001 9:36:55 side=Buy status=New lastPx=0.0000 lastQty=0.0000
avgPx=0.0000 cumQty=0 leavesQty=100
: instrument = CSCO time=04.12.2001 9:36:55 side=Buy status=PartiallyFilled lastPx=20.1100
lastQty=30.0000 avgPx=20.1100 cumQty=30 leavesQty=70
: instrument = CSCO time=04.12.2001 9:36:57 side=Buy status=PartiallyFilled lastPx=20.1000
lastQty=20.0000 avgPx=20.1060 cumQty=50 leavesQty=50
: instrument = CSCO time=04.12.2001 9:36:57 side=Buy status=PartiallyFilled lastPx=20.1000
lastQty=24.0000 avgPx=20.1041 cumQty=74 leavesQty=26
: instrument = CSCO time=04.12.2001 9:36:57 side=Buy status=Filled lastPx=20.1000 lastQty=26.0000
avgPx=20.1030 cumQty=100 leavesQty=0

Now let’s plot execution reports on the Chart. Connect Report output of the Execution Simulator block
with Chart input and run the application. You should see execution reports on the chart (dots for partial
fills and arrows for fills)

Then we can add and explore the Order Manager block. This block can be found in the Viewers folder of
the Block Explorer window.

You can click on an order in the upper tab of the Order Manager Block to see a list of execution reports
for this order in the lower tab.
Finally, you can double click on the headers of the GUI blocks (Chart, Order Manager and Order Entry) to
create a layout of your own trading front-end as shown on the screenshot below.

You can click on the Generate Application button in the VisualQuant main toolbox and generate your
first stand alone trading front-end application.

15. Adding algorithmic trading features to our trading front-end.

Now let’s automate our front-end and add a logic block that will implement a simple stop-loss / take
profit algorithm.
Once we manually submit a market buy order and this order is filled, our algorithm will automatically
submit a stop loss order and a take profit order. Once one of these orders gets executed, the other
order will be cancelled by our trading algorithm.

using System;
using SmartQuant.Blocks;
using SmartQuant.Trading;
using SmartQuant.Framework;
[Editable]
[Name("OrderEntryLogic")]
public class OrderEntryLogic : Block
{
[Output("Command")]
public event OutputEventHandler Command;
ExecutionCommand marketCommand;
ExecutionCommand limitCommand;
ExecutionCommand stopCommand;
Instrument instrument;
[Input("Command")]
public void OnCommand(EventInfo eventInfo, ExecutionCommand command)
{
marketCommand = command;
instrument = command.Instrument;
Command(command);
}
[Input("Report")]
public void OnReport(EventInfo eventInfo, ExecutionReport report)
{
if (report.OrdStatus == OrderStatus.Filled)
{
if (report.CommandID == marketCommand.ID)
{
// send stop and limit commands
limitCommand = new SendCommand();
limitCommand.OrdType = OrderType.Limit;
limitCommand.Side = Side.Sell;
limitCommand.Qty = marketCommand.Qty;
limitCommand.Instrument = instrument;
limitCommand.Price = report.AvgPx * (1 + 0.001);

stopCommand = new SendCommand();
stopCommand.OrdType = OrderType.Stop;
stopCommand.Side = Side.Sell;
stopCommand.Qty = marketCommand.Qty;
stopCommand.Instrument = instrument;
stopCommand.StopPx = report.AvgPx * (1 - 0.001);
Command(limitCommand);

Command(stopCommand);
}
else if (report.CommandID == limitCommand.ID)
{
CancelCommand cancelCommand = new
CancelCommand(stopCommand.ID);
cancelCommand.Instrument = instrument;
Command(cancelCommand);
}
else if (report.CommandID == stopCommand.ID)
{
CancelCommand cancelCommand = new
CancelCommand(limitCommand.ID);
cancelCommand.Instrument = instrument;
Command(cancelCommand);
}
}
}
}

16. Adding portfolio management
In order to add a portfolio block in our application, we need to add the Transaction block first. The
Transaction block builds portfolio transactions from execution reports. A portfolio transaction is emitted
when an order gets completed, i.e. the order is completely filled or a partially filled order is rejected or
cancelled. As portfolio managers, in most cases we don’t really interested in the order fill history. We
wanted to add 100 MSFT stocks into our portfolio. We send Buy 100 MSFT market order and all we want
to know is that we bought these stocks at average price of 25.51. We don’t really care that the order
was partially filled several times, it’s just enough to know that we have added one Buy 100 MSFT @
25.51 transaction to our portfolio to trace our positions, build equity and drawdown curves and
calculate portfolio performance.

Let’s add a Transaction block to our diagram, connect its input with Report output of the Execution
Simulator block and its output to a Console block. Now run the application and trace execution reports
and transactions in the output window.

Now we can add the Portfolio block to our diagram. The portfolio blocks receives transactions and keeps
track of the portfolio positions. It can also price positions and calculate portfolio value if we pass prices
(ticks or bars) to its Tick or Bar inputs.

Once we have a portfolio block on our diagram, we can add the Portfolio Manager block that canbe
found in the Viewers folder in the Block Explorer.

We see that the portfolio block emits portfolio value from one of its outputs. Let’s connect this output
to the Chart input and set Metadata for this link so that the portfolio value is drawn on the second pad
of the chart.
Now we can see how profitable our trading is. We’ve just calculated and plotted the Equity Curve on our
chart.

17. Adding portfolio performance statistics

